
W hich puppet is your favorite? Take a selfie with your 
favorite puppet. 
Hint: To take the best selfie with a puppet hold the phone up high 
and stand right next to the glass.

W hat is your favorite color? Find that color on a puppet 
and point to it in your photo. 
Fun fact: Shadow puppets from China are surprisingly known for 
being colorful. Don’t miss our shadow puppet wall at the back of 
the Global Collection Gallery.

Puppets are made of a lot of different types of materials. 
Find a puppet with feathers. 
Extra Credit Challenge: There are many types of feathers in our 
museum. Can you find them all?

It takes many special kinds of tools to build puppets. Take 
a picture with the one you find most interesting.  
Hint: Look in the Jim Henson Collection workshop area.

Puppeteers often have strong arm muscles to perform 
their puppets. Take a picture of the puppet you think 
might be the hardest to perform.
Extra Credit Challenge: Can you hold your hands above your head 
for a minute or more as puppeteers often do?

Find your favorite animal puppet and take a picture acting 
like that animal. 
Fun Fact: Animal puppets can be found in puppet traditions all 
over the world.

There are puppets from all over the world in this museum. 
Find a puppet from a country other than the United States. 
Extra Credit Challenge: Point to where the country is located on 
the map in front of the Global Collection.

It sometimes takes several people to perform one puppet. 
C hoose a puppet that you think needs more than one 
puppeteer. 
Fun Fact: It takes three people to perform a type of puppetry 
found in Japan called Bunraku.

Puppets can make you feel happy, sad, scared, or any 
other emotion. Take a picture with a puppet and show us 
how it makes you feel. 
Extra Credit Challenge: Find a puppet that makes you happy, a 
puppet that makes you sad, and a puppet that makes you scared. 

Find a puppet that has a feature similar to one of your and 
point it out in the photo. 
Hint: Do you share the same hair color? Eye Color? Face shape?

Don’t forget to share your favorite shots with us on social media using the hashtag # puppetryATL!  
You may find your pictures showing up on our social platforms too!  

C omplete our W orlds of Puppetry Museum puppet photo challenge!  
R ead the prompts below and take a picture with each item. 
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